EXPERT Advice Landscapes

Four
Landscapes
Pro photographer
Michael Snedic details
the creative and technical
decisions he made as he went
about shooting four very
different landscape scenes.

P

hotographers in Australia are fortunate to have an
amazing array of stunning landscapes to explore.
At any time of day or night, and just about anywhere
in this country, there are locations where you can
hone your photographic skills. There are no specific rules for
shooting landscapes – the weather conditions, locations and
the equipment used can vary greatly. There are, however, some
guidelines which can steer you in the right direction. Here I
want to showcase four completely different images, detail how
I went about taking them, and explain the various techniques.
Whether you’re using a compact camera or SLR, I recommend
you use a sturdy tripod in most landscape photography situations.
You can only hand-hold a camera when there’s plenty of light,
otherwise you’ll end up with blurry images. Whether you’re
shooting Auroras or star trails at night, sunrises and sunsets, a
sturdy tripod and strong tripod head are essential. Using a remote
shutter control or cable release will also minimise camera shake.
If you don’t own either of these, you can use your camera’s selftimer to fire the shutter.
Don’t restrict your thinking when composing a scene. Shoot lots
of variations when you’re starting out. I suggest you try different
angles, zoom in and out, experiment with different lenses, and
shoot in both portrait and landscape modes if a scene lends itself
to both. You might be quite surprised at the variety of images
you’ll end up with while shooting the same scene. With digital
photography, there’s no cost involved in taking lots of different
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compositions, and the results are instantly displayed on the back
of the camera’s LCD screen. The best piece of advice I can give is
to take on board the different techniques outlined here and then
go out with your camera and start practising them. You won’t get
a perfect shot straight away, but by practising regularly you’ll find
your success rate will increase steadily.

Coles Bay, Tasmania

The Aurora Australis image on this page above was taken
in March during a week-long photography workshop I was
presenting in Tasmania. A mobile phone app alerted us when an
Aurora Australis was due. It began to send alerts at quite a fast
pace, which meant an Aurora was imminent! I’d been waiting
many years for this photo opportunity so this was something
I wasn’t going to let pass. After dark I eagerly watched the sky
for signs of the Aurora. Around 8pm a tinge of colour appeared
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in the sky. After I took one shot the colour became even more
evident on the back of my camera’s LCD screen. The Hazard
Mountains in Coles Bay, on the Freycinet Coast, were used as
the backdrop for this image, and they couldn’t have been more
perfect. As it was difficult to see the mountains, and autofocus
doesn’t work well at night, I manually focused my camera
to infinity. Then I pulled the focus back just slightly so the
mountains would be fully in focus.
I set the camera’s ISO to 3200 to try to absorb the light from the
night sky. I used an aperture of f/4.5, as there wasn’t much depth-offield required in the image. Usually for a landscape I recommend
using a smaller aperture (a higher number) like f/11 or f/16, to get
as much of your scene in focus as possible. I used Manual mode for
this scene, so all I needed to do to change the exposure was adjust
the camera’s shutter speed. The higher the shutter speed, the darker
the image; the lower the shutter speed, the brighter the image.
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Using a sturdy tripod and decent-sized ball head (or a similarly
sturdy head) is essential if you want to get sharp images of
Auroras. Heavy camera bodies and wide-angled lenses, coupled
with very slow shutter speeds, can create blurry shots if your
tripod and head aren’t able to properly support your gear. I use
a carbon-fibre Gitzo tripod, which is very sturdy but not that
heavy, combined with a strong Really Right Stuff ball head.
Not only does this combination provide great stability for my
camera and lens, but the gear is precision-built and utterly
reliable. Sometimes spending a bit more on quality equipment
will present you with fewer headaches in the long run.
As the night progressed, it began to rain and looked as if
the opportunity of a lifetime might be slipping by! Some of
my workshop participants were getting ready to leave, but I
urged them to wait as I know from experience that the weather
conditions can change quickly.

ABOVE:
Aurora Australis,
Coles Bay,
Tasmania. Nikon
D700 SLR, 1424mm lens @
16mm, 30s @ f/4.5,
ISO 3200, tripod,
cable release,
manual mode.
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“...I recommend you find a tree,
rock, or fence post to rest your
camera on or against.”
it as ‘Multi-segment’, ‘Multi-zone’ or ‘Pattern’. By choosing this
metering mode the camera’s light meter is ‘reading’ the whole
scene, not just one part of it.
Technical details: Nikon D700, 14-24mm lens @ 16mm,
1/160s @ f/16, ISO 200, hand-held, aperture priority mode.

Anson Bay, Norfolk Island

ABOVE
The bright red rocks
of King’s Canyon,
late afternoon, in
central Australia.
Nikon D700 SLR,
14-24mm lens
@ 16mm, 1/160s
@ f/16, ISO 200,
hand-held, aperture
priority mode.

Sure enough, after a few minutes the skies cleared, the rain
stopped and we were able to make another attempt.
This time the colours were much brighter – with bright
greens, pinks, purples and reds. As well, we were able to make
out the Milky Way. This was the moment photographers’ dreams
are made of! I took a series of shots but this one captured the
Aurora at its best. Words can’t describe the moment straight after
I took this image – I knew I had a corker! Without a doubt this
was the best landscape photography experience of my life so far.
Technical details: Nikon D700, 14-24mm lens @ 16mm, 30s
@ f/4.5, ISO 3200, tripod, cable release. Manual mode.

King’s Canyon, Northern Territory

King’s Canyon is one of several iconic locations in the Northern
Territory’s Red Centre and a ‘must see’ location for landscape
photographers. It’s quite simply breathtaking. I was there on a
gorgeous sunny day in June (above), with cumulus clouds above.
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I’d left my tripod behind as there was enough light to easily
hand-hold my camera when it was fitted with a wide-angle lens.
Decent light means you can use higher shutter speeds, which
in turn give the photographer a much higher chance of a sharp
shots. When there are abundant clouds to shoot I like to use
a wide-angle lens so I can make them part of the composition.
In this case I used a Nikon 14-24mm lens set at 14mm. A wideangle lens lets you photograph a much broader view. Set at the
widest focal length (or close to it), I love the effect the lens gives
me when I’m shooting a sky filled with cumulus clouds. I was
also shooting here with a full-frame SLR camera, so the full
effect of a wide-angle lens could be used.
To achieve good depth-of-field I moved my camera’s focal
point to one of the rocks about one third of the way into the
scene and focused on it, all the while keeping my camera and
lens as still as possible. I used a small aperture of f/16, to make
sure I had everything in the scene in focus. As the light was so
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good, I was able to use an ISO setting of 200 and still achieve a
high shutter speed. I always recommend the lowest ISO you can
get away with because this will minimise ‘noise’ in the images.
Sometimes you can be out in the field photographing a
landscape without a tripod, and the light disappears. This can
make for a moody shot, but to achieve a correct exposure the
shutter speed can also drop dramatically. In this type of situation
I recommend you find a nearby tree, rock or fence post to rest
your camera on or against. Using this technique can really make
the difference between a blurry shot and a sharp one. I set the
camera’s mode to aperture priority so that whatever aperture
I choose, the shutter speed automatically adjusts to the correct
exposure. When you’re shooting in aperture priority mode, and
the landscape you’re working in is quite dark, your shutter speed
will automatically change to a lower speed.
For this image I chose Matrix metering with my Nikon SLR.
Canon calls it ‘Evaluative’ metering and other brands describe
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I’ve visited Norfolk Island each year in November for the last
six years. Of course, I take my camera with me every time.
November is a good time to visit, with low humidity and pleasant
temperatures. This fourteen by five kilometre island is half way
between Australian and New Zealand and regular flights leave
each day from Sydney and Brisbane.
Of all the landscape photography locations on the island,
Anson Bay is a favourite. With stunning large boulders, peachcoloured sand and crystal blue water, this really is a ‘must-visit’
location for photographers (see picture on following page). As a
lover of foreground detail of some sort in my landscape images,
I think the boulders at Anson Bay really do make this shot.
Having taken plenty of images around sunset at Anson Bay over the
years, I knew what to expect on this particular visit. I was delighted to
hear from one of the locals, who had been there only days earlier, that
the boulders were covered in bright green algae. I went back to my
accommodation on the island, connected to the net, and worked out
when low tide occurred. It was then a matter of planning my visit over
the following week to coincide with a low tide around sunset. The
‘planets aligned’ and I was ready on the allocated day.
I arrived well before sunset, which gave me plenty of time to
scope out a suitable location. I recommend holding your camera
up to your eye and trying lots of different compositions from
various angles, and zooming in and out (if you’re using a wideangle zoom lens). Also try both portrait (vertical) and landscape
(horizontal) formats. When you find a composition you like, take a
few shots to see how they look. If you’re satisfied, settle in one spot.
As the sun sets the light will not only become more subtle, but
the camera’s shutter speeds will have to be slower. Slower shutter
speeds (hence longer exposures) will in turn create that lovely
‘milky’ effect in waves which is so popular with photographers, as
was the case here. Fast movement (as with the wave action in this
scene) is recorded as a blur over a long exposure.
I set up my tripod quite low to the ground so I was virtually at
eye-level with the boulders. I also used a cable release so I could
press the shutter at the precise moment the waves flowed in
amongst the rocks. I took a number of shots and it was this image
which worked out exactly as I’d planned.
To get such a long exposure, I had to wait until quite a bit after
sunset. It was important to get perfect focus on the rocks while
it was still light, then I made sure the camera was set to manual
focus. If you use autofocus, your camera can often ‘hunt’ back
and forth and you’ll find it nearly impossible to focus.
Technical details: Nikon D700, 24-70mm lens @ 55mm, 6s
@ f16, ISO 100, tripod, cable release, aperture priority mode.
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Mt Gower and Mt Lidgbird,
Lord Howe Island
Lord Howe Island is one of Australia’s photographic gems. There’s so
much to shoot there, and the island is as unspoiled as any I’ve seen.
On the south of the island are Lord Howe’s two peaks – Mt Gower
and Mt Lidgbird – which stand majestically over the whole island.
Every year I head over there in October to present a workshop,
with a few days tacked on the end for some photography of
my own. October is a good time of year to visit the island for
photography – it isn’t too hot or cold and the humidity is low.
I’ve seen so many images of Mt Gower and Lidgbird over the
years, many taken at the wrong time of the day or with no
foreground interest whatsoever.
My aim was to capture these iconic mountains from a high
vantage point, with foreground interest, and in that subtle
light produced after sunset.
For this shot I climbed up Malabar Hill in the northern part
of the island, from which I had an uninterrupted view of the two
mountains. I’d previously researched the best location to shoot from,
something I recommend for all photographers who are planning an
effective landscape shoot.
A bit of pre-planning can save you a lot of wasted time and reduce
the chance that you won’t get the shot you want.
I chose an area with some rocks in the foreground and waited
for the sun to set. My aim was to photograph the mountains
with the sun behind me rather than behind the mountains, so it
would throw some of that magic sunset light onto them. Before
long, there was a subtle hue of pink and blue over the horizon.
Rather than taking photos while the sun was still up, I had
waited until after it set to take this shot.
Even though the shutter speed I used was quite low, by using
a very sturdy tripod and a cable release I was able to ensure there
was no risk of blur ruining my image.
Technical details: Nikon D700, 16-35mm lens @ 25mm, 1/5s
@ f/11, ISO 800, tripod, cable release, aperture priority. ❂
Michael Snedic (www.michaelsnedic.com) is a full-time
professional (AIPP Accredited) wildlife and nature photographer,
writer and tutor. He is also co-owner of Trekabout Photography
Workshops – www.trekaboutphotography.com – which present
photography workshops and tours across Australia and Africa.

right
Anson Bay, Norfolk
Island at sunset.
Nikon D700 SLR,
24-70mm lens
@ 55mm,
6s @ f16, ISO 100,
tripod, cable
release, aperture
priority mode.

2014 Workshops and safaris you don’t want to miss!

Cuba Calling - 12 Days
March Workshop with
experienced Cuban
photographers
Capture the best Cuba
has to offer as well as get
off the beaten track.
Viva la Cuba!!
max 12 participants

opposite page
Fading light over
Lord Howe Island.
Nikon D700 SLR,
16-35mm lens
@ 25mm, 1/5s
@ f/11, ISO 800,
tripod, cable
release, aperture
priority mode.
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Tibet incl. Mt Everest
May Photo Safari 10 Days
Visit the roof of the world
incl. Lhasa, Gyantse,
Tingri, Shigatse,
Rongphu & Mt. Everest
Base camp. If you ever
wanted to visit
Everest do it now!
max 15 participants

Secure your place now!!!!!
For more information contact Milo at Linkins Events
Email: workshops@linkinsevents.org | Skype: chat_linkinsevents Tel: 0412 357002 Fax: 0730099919
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Festivals of Edinburgh
August Workshop 8 Days
Join Lonely Planet
photographer Will Robb
to explore the city & the
plethora of events in this
month of festivals
max 12 participants

China Workshop with
Robert Keeley, Editor
Australian Photography
Magazine.
October 13 days
Guilin, Longji Rice
Terraces & Yangshao.
Capture the stunning
landscapes of Guilin and
the Li river, the “Dragon’s
Backbone” rice terraces
& the culture of the “Long
Hair” villages.- max 15
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